
Due to copyright laws, SHARING/COPYING OF PATTERNS IS PROHIBITED. A pattern must be 
purchased to attend classes at Cinnamon’s. Please do not ask CQS Staff to make a copy of any 
pattern. Your cooperation is appreciated. Thank you! 

Tuffet Slipcover For A Season 
 
Dates: Sunday, November 10th and 17th  
 
Times: 1:00-4:00pm 
 
Instructor: Terri Lore 
 
Supplies to bring to class: 
 
1st Session- Lay out color selections, choice a button fabric and complete a section of your tuffet 
top and discuss how to stitch together top to be ready for second session. 

2nd Session- Bring your premade tuffet to class. Insert zipper, finish piecing slipcover and 
complete your button cover.  

The materials List for this class will make one Tuffet Slipcover. For those who have not made 
a tuffet in the past there will be a limited amount of premade tuffets with muslin covers for a 
$119.00 fee. These will need to be pre-ordered via Terri Lore at 904-482-6619 

 Required Supplies: (1st class)  

1. Tuffet Source Tuffet for a Season Pattern 
2. Basic Supply List (see below) 
3. Thread that coordinates with most of your fabric, pins, and seam ripper  
4. Rotary cutter with a sharp blade and mat 
5. Add-A-Quarter Ruler – 12” works best   

Before the first class please have ready the following choices. 

6. Options for piecing the slipcover. Choose only one. 
a) Sixteen Strip Tuffet Slipcover- cut sixteen (16) 5 1/2” by 18” strips of 

coordinated fabric. 
b) Thirty-Two Strip- Thirty-two (32) 3” strips of coordinated seasonal fabrics. 
c) Fun Variation-   

Focus Fabric- ½ yard cut into eight 4 ½” x 18” strips 
Second Fabric- ¼ yard cut into eight 2 ¼” x 18” strips 
Third Fabric- 1/3-yard cut into eight 2 3/4” x 18” strips 
Fourth Fabric- 1/4-yard cut into eight 2 ¼” x 18” strips  

 

 



Due to copyright laws, SHARING/COPYING OF PATTERNS IS PROHIBITED. A pattern must be 
purchased to attend classes at Cinnamon’s. Please do not ask CQS Staff to make a copy of any 
pattern. Your cooperation is appreciated. Thank you! 

Supplies: (2nd class) We will talk about these in the first class.  

Basic Supply List with open toe foot and zipper foot. Your machine will need to have a zig zag 
stitch in order to complete the tuffet slipcover.  

1. Your completed tuffet sections  
2. Hand needle, thread and large safety pin. 
3. 2yds of ¼” elastic 
4. 14” zipper to coordinate with fabric sections 
5. 1” x 8” piece of premade bias tape or fabric cut on the bias to finish the top edge of the 

opening. This will be hidden under the button. 

6” square of coordinating fabric to cover the button; if in doubt bring multiples to audition. 
 
 
 
Sewing basics 
Sewing machine in working order with all cords and pedals 
Machine thread and bobbins already wound and ready to sew 
Scissors (large and small are generally useful in class) 
Thread snippers 
Seam ripper 
Rotary cutter and rulers (we suggest at least one ruler that is 6 ½” x 24” and at least 
one additional ruler) 
Pin cushion and pins 
 
Also recommended and helpful in many classes: 
Small iron and ironing mat or wooly mat 
Small rotary cutter mat so you can cut at your seat 
Fabric marking pens or pencils 
 
 
 


